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Abstract 

Music, being an aesthetic cultural practice found in virtually every 

culture in Africa, encapsulates the belief, morals, custom, knowledge 

system and other capabilities and behavioral patterns acquired by 

members of a particular society. Music has been studied from multi 

and interdisciplinary perspectives, howbeit; this paper is geared 

towards investigating music and marriage of the Isoko people. It 

goes further to examine marriage according to the traditional 

customs of the Isoko people. Primary data were sourced from oral 

interviews. Secondary sources include journals, articles, 

publications and records. The term marriage was elaborately 

discussed while eleven songs were transcribed and translated for the 

study. The paper exposes the aesthetic value of music in marriages 

of the Isoko people. The findings contribute significantly to 

knowledge by notating various songs used for marriages thereby 

preserving and promoting the songs used for marriage rites among 

the Isoko people.  

 

Introduction  

Isoko people are one of the major ethnic groups in Delta, southern Nigeria. 

The Isoko nation considers marriage as an important and essential part of 

life; therefore, perceiving marriage as a sacrament and not just a social 

contract. Marriage embodies the spiritual strength and commitment of a 

man and a woman to one another to share their lives and work towards 

common goals which includes procreation and enjoyment. 
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Historically, marriage has been used for political unions between nations 

and different ethnic groups to secure peace, trade and development. 

Marriage unites African societies as people embark on inter-ethnic 

marriages. It is a contract of commitment with rules and regulations which 

bond two people and encapsulates their obligations and values. Ember 

(1977:41) defines “marriage as a union of a man and a woman in order to 

live together and often have children”. Generally, this definition has failed 

to capture marriage in an African sense. Relativelly, Burke (2007:115) 

argues that “children do not make marriage but they are one of the fruits of 

marriage.” He further explains that marriage is a partnership of life 

between the couples. In addition, Daka (2007:1) describes marriage as “a 

sanctified union between two people who have pledged to live together for 

life. It is a blessed institution of learning initiated by God for procreation 

and enjoyment of the couple both sexually and otherwise.” These 

definitions fail to convey a realistic picture of marriage, as marriage is 

beyond a man and a woman living together to produce children, marriage 

is therefore perceived as a sacramental matrimonial union of two or more 

persons. 

In time past, according to McGrath and Gregoire (1977:45), 

 Marriage was not simply between two people, rather, between 

two families or clans. They further state that marriage was 

planned not only with two people in mind but within the wider 

context of their people. Often the two people being married had 

little say in the matter. 

In marriages like these, youths were influenced to marry life partners 

chosen by their parents, and the couples were expected to blend eventually. 

Consequently, Kapwepwe (1994:3) states that “the medicine for marriage is 

love between the two people who are married.”  He further emphasizes the 

important role parents should play in a marriage by ensuring that the 

young couple receives knowledge and skills needed to hold their marriage 

together.  
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Selection of marriage partners is an important practice of the Isoko people, 

however, it is important to note that in the past, children both born and 

unborn were betrothed. Makungo (1966:55) opines that “…in olden days, 

infant betrothal was very common…” He explains that a man, in those 

days, having studied the good conduct of a girl’s parents, wished to marry 

into their family with the assumption that the children will grow emulating 

their parents; thus, get betrothed to her whilst still very young. The man 

waits until the girl attains maturity before marrying her. Nonetheless, 

Chondoka (1988) observes that not all marriages in traditional society were 

arranged marriages. He admits that most times, parents or close relatives 

arranged appropriate situations where the man met the proposed girl for 

discussions.  

 

Consequently, in Nigeria, virtually every community practices the art of 

music making which is seen as an integral part of their culture. Howbeit, 

music though interwoven with dance is one of the cultural expressions of 

the Isoko people  vibrant to date. The practice of music making could be for 

ritual, ceremonial or socio-cultural purposes, against this background, 

music being an aesthetic cultural art, constitutes an embellishing 

accompaniment to Isoko traditional marriages. In such context, music 

provides a relaxed, colorful and euphoric atmosphere for social interaction 

and aesthetic recreation among the Isoko people during marriages. Nigeria, 

being a multi-cultural nation, makes music for marriages which vary 

enormously and they are not performed solely for mere entertainment. 

Kwakwa (1998:285) asserts that ‘traditional African music and dances do 

not occur in isolation, they often have specific role within an event or events 

organized for specific occasion’. Many have values as entertainment, but 

entertainment is not their most important function in the marriages of the 

Isoko people. 
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Pre-Nuptial Activities 

The marriage process starts with the suitor establishing interest to the 

family of the girl being considered for a wife, after which date is scheduled 

for introduction, where the suitor and his family visit the bride’s family to 

officially declare their intentions.  At this stage, music performance is 

insignificant, as both families are not yet certain about the proposed union. 

 

Wedding Ceremony 

In Isoko culture, payment of dowry remains the sole indicator of the 

transition from being a maiden to a position of respect and honour in the 

society as a married woman. Without the dowry, the place of the woman in 

Isoko society is not secured, neither do women feel obligated to a man who 

is yet to pay the dowry. Hence, until dowry, the woman is not regarded 

legally married to anyone. Consequently, a man who absconds from legal 

process of marriage under Isoko traditional laws and customs has no claim 

on the woman even if they live together or have children. In this vein, 

Brown (1975:66) asserts that:  

No marriage was recognized as valid without fulfilling the 

customary conditions. Living together as “husband and wife 

without performing the traditional marriage rites is not a 

recognized union. 

Howbeit, before the marriage can assume occurrence, both parents of the 

spouses must concur, hence, the dowry is paid. Nwoye (1991:28). On the 

day of the marriage, music used to provide a relaxed, colorful and euphoric 

atmosphere to sustain conspicuous social interaction and aesthetic 

recreation among guests before the commencement of the dowry payment 

process. One of such music used is “Orimuo” which plays dual role of 

entertainment and admonition. 
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Orimuo a re ro wo emamo   aye marry good wife with   

       understanding 

Oye umukoro     that is why umukoro 

oje re ‘umukoko ro ru aye rie     married umukoko 

Orimuo a re ro wo emamo aye  aye marry good wife with   

       understanding 

Oye umukoro o je we    that is why umukoro married 

e’mamo aye      a good wife 

 

 

This song is usually set aside to admonish and exhort the intending couples, 

that, it is only with understanding that a successful marriage can be 

achieved.  

 However, at the start of negotiations every musical performance is halted 

so as to avoid distortion, distraction and gain audience.  

 

Although, the dowry in each locality is known but the negotiation tendency 

is for the bride’s family to ask for more money, basing their argument on 

the special qualities and character of their daughter. The groom’s family 

tries to reduce the price demanded by the bride’s family by entering a plea 

for leniency and asking for consideration of all their pre-nuptial efforts. The 

transaction can become highly technical as individuals involved, tend to 
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converse in less than clear language, using rich idioms and proverbs in 

Isoko to give instructions or to make demands, though more often in polite 

manner. Although, many of the proverbs and idioms used can be 

understood only by those with a deep knowledge and understanding of the 

customs and tradition of Isoko people, there is hardly any dull moment as 

one hears a lot of laughter and expressions of fun, poetry, merriment and 

joy from those involved in the transaction as they go about their 

negotiations. 

 

In spite of all the arguments, only a reasonable proportion of the fee agreed 

upon is ever paid on the premise that the less than full payment 

arrangement precludes the husband from ever establishing any right of full 

ownership of the personhood of his wife. It is in fact a taboo to pay the bride 

fee in full; it is neither offered nor accepted. Once the bride fee is paid, the 

couple involved is declared husband and wife under Isoko traditional laws 

and customs by the Head of the bride’s family. Others in various 

communities also contend that a maiden confirms her approval when she 

agrees to share a drink of gin or wine from the same glass with her husband, 

presented to him by the head of the bride’s family when offering the special 

wedding prayer. However, the sharing of the gin or wine by the couple, 

offered by the family head is a solemn act of validation of the marriage. The 

Head, usually the eldest male in the family, makes the solemn declaration 

in a spirit of akpẹvwẹ (thanksgiving) to God and in remembrance of the 

ancestors, whom he calls upon to bless the marriage. The Head in a special 

wedding prayer invokes the five themes traditionally used in Isoko prayers, 

namely ufuoma (peace), omakpokpọ (good health), 

emọ (children), efe (wealth) and otọvwe (long life). In the strict sense, it is 

only from this moment on that sexual relations between the couple is 

allowed or authorized. Furthermore, It is at this point that the father of the 

bride calls out his daughter to ask finally if she really wishes to marry the 

groom. Thus, the following songs are used to accompany the bride to the 

scene.   
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Rhi ova no obe tha  see the coming of this new bride 

Obe tha a’ve e’lo  she appears shining bright   

Rhi ova no obe tha  see the coming of this new bride 

Obe tha a’ve e’lo  she appears shining bright   
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Emamo aye     Good wife 

Ukpe no’u re lo    like a shining light 

Eru ra na     your beauty 

Oye wat-che na re gba fi obo  just like the watch on the 

hand 
 

As these songs are performed, the women from the bride’s family who are 

accompanying the bride to the scene deliberately stop on their way 

severally, claiming that the fuel to pilot the bride to the scene is exhausted 

and that they need money to continue the journey. This act is used as a 

means to get money from their in-laws. Furthermore, upon arrival, the 

father of the bride asks the bride “will you marry this man”? This question 

is asked three times, as the bride maintains silence until the third time when 

she answers “yes”. 
 

Hence, the feeling of accomplishment is thus a cause for joy and the rest of 

the wedding ceremony after the payment of the fee understandably 

involves feasting during which the relatives of the families, well-wishers 

and friends eat, drink and dance. The festivities at this stage essentially 

become a celebration of the attainment of the status of manhood for the 

groom and the becoming of age for the bride. Furthermore, the groom’s 

family celebrates their accomplishment with the following songs: 

 
Eni eni     the elephant the elephant 

Eni ke Ithi eni be vua the footsteps of the elephant are 

always conspicuous  

Eni eni     the elephant the elephant. 
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This song is used to celebrate the achievement of the groom, being that he 

has successfully married a wife, as the task is not an easy one. He therefore 

compares himself to an elephant whose footsteps are conspicuous, having 

undergone the hiccups of pre-marriage activities. 

 
 

Orhi igho rhi gho me  whoever is ready, I have enough money to spend  

   

Orhi igho rhi gho me whoever is ready, I have enough money to spend  

This song is usually repeated as many times as possible either in higher or 

lower tunes by whoever acts as the lead singer.  

Thereafter, the bride fee paid is distributed or shared among family 

members who feel happy for being recognized and appreciated as relatives 

of the bride. In this case or any other situations in which a woman finds 

cause to end a marriage, her family is obligated to refund the bride fee paid 

for her hand in marriage. The refund is regarded as the final act in the 

divorce process and thus provides the official recognition of the dissolution 

of the union. 

 

 Post-Wedding Ceremony 

Following the wedding ceremony, the newly wedded are expected to 

establish their home among the groom’s family. Both families again meet 

but this time to set a date to move the bride into her husband’s home. 

Usually on the chosen day, there is marital blessing during which the 

parents and older members of the family pray and bless the bride and her 

marriage. 
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Waiting to welcome the bride at the groom’s home are family members, 

friends, and well-wishers of the groom. Festivities celebrating the arrival of 

the bride will continue all night and well into the following morning. The 

bride and her escorts are showered with money and other forms of gifts. 

After a brief farewell ceremony, the women escorts return home, leaving 

the bridesmaids behind to keep the bride company. 

 

Albeit, having achieved a successful marriage, the final stage of marriage 

ritual is therefore embarked upon. Circumcision is a focal aspect of 

marriage rituals among the Isoko people, although, no longer in vogue due 

to abolishment. The circumcision ritual is carried out after the marriage. On 

the morning of the circumcision day, the following songs are sung as the 

ritual is going on. 

 

ASI JOJORO 

 
Asi jojoro   you must bear the pains 

Jojoro    bear the pains 

Asi jojoro   you must bear the pains 

Jojoro    bear the pains 

O’mo na kpe wha  whoever has come for circumcision 

Asi jojoro   you must bear the pains 

Me re dhe ha   no running away 

Asi jojoro   you must bear the pains 
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Ibo ibo ibo           bride bride bride  

Ibo      bride 

Ibo ibo ibo          bride bride bride 

Ibo     bride 

Ekoko eja           circumcision has caused you to stammer   

Ukpena ka ubru u’ti        instead of circumcising males only  

Aka a’vilo          a woman is been circumcised 

Avilo mai we re ro               circumcised woman is sweet and satisfying  

Ibo      bride. 
 

 
 

Ubro eko na  this female private part  

Ore rie  there is indeed great pride and dignity 

Ubro eko na this female private part 

Ore rie  there is indeed a fantastic satisfactory enjoyment 
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During this period, the bride is kept in a fattening room for three months; 

hence, there is abundance of food both for the bride, the family, the in-laws 

and visitors who visits just to eat. Owing to that fact, the family members 

still in celebration mood sings “sabere”. 

 
 

Sabere ro o’bu wo me  there is food abundance in my house 

Sabere    food abundance 

Sabere ro o’bu wo me  there is food abundance in my house 

Sabere    food abundance 

Ibie re   plantains 

Sabere ro o’bu wo me  there is food abundance in my house 

Sabere    food abundance 

Ele   yams 

Sabere ro o’bu wo me  there is food abundance in my house 

Sabere    food abundance 
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Eva ruo re logbo    With mere seeing abundance of food 

Eva I cho gho gho   One is already satisfied  

Eva ruo re logbo  

Eva I cho gho gho 

Kukpe kukpe me ha ya’o omo  I wish to circumcised a child    

           every year 

Kukpe kukpe me ha ya’o omo I wish to circumcised a child    

     every year 

 Eva I cho gho gho   One is already satisfied  

 

Furthermore, the mother of the bride is usually overwhelmed due to the 

support given to her by her entire members and also gift items could be 

food items, money and other gifts from her immediate family members 

thereby prompting her to sing songs like: 

 

 
 

Oniovo o’we re ro    sisterhood is cherish able 

Oniomo o’we re ro    motherhood id cherish able 

Edefa me zia a’kpo   in my next life 

Oniovo ka uye me he    I shall retain my sister and mother 

This song is used to express the love and joy among mother and children, 

sisterhood. 
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Recommendations 

1. Scholars should endeavor to document the marriage process of the 

Isoko people. 

2. Various songs performed during marriages should be properly 

transcribed, for future and research purposes. 

3. Researchers should archive audio-visual findings for reference 

purposes. 

4. Marriage songs of the Isoko people should be thought to the younger 

generation to avoid extinction. 

5. Indigenous marriage songs should be performed more than other 

popular music used for entertainment during marriages.   

 

Conclusion 

Over the years, marriage has always been celebrated as an integral part of 

life of the Isoko people, while other cultures around the world perceive 

marriage as a social contract, as they attach trivial values, the Isoko people 

place focal and significant values on marriage, thereby viewing marriage as 

a sacramental union with ethical features. Consequently, music being an 

aesthetic cultural art constitutes an embellishing accompaniment to Isoko 

traditional marriages. Thus, not only that music provides a relaxed, colorful 

and euphoric atmosphere for social interaction and aesthetic recreation 

among the Isoko people during marriages, music also inculcate 

matrimonial and moral ethics into the intending couples.  
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